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50% OF CARS.COM SHOPPERS VISITED DEALERSHIP SITES  
WITHIN A WEEK – AND 20% ARRIVED WITHIN ONE HOUR

Do you think the “last click” is all that matters when it comes to your website traffic? Think again. Cars.com  
and Groove Auto Group, in partnership with Dataium, conducted a study to learn more about shopper behavior 
on Groove’s sites – and the results spoke volumes.

We looked at the behavior of nearly 200,000 unique visitors to Groove sites over a 12-month period to find  
out how they were interacting with those sites, what drove them there – and if certain visitors were more  
serious about buying a car.

HERE’S WHAT WE FOUND.

1.    Cars.com traffic is more engaged and ready to buy. 

Shoppers who had Cars.com in their recent browser history were higher-performing and more engaged on Groove’s 
sites than those who hadn’t been to Cars.com.

2.    This isn’t an isolated trend.

Dataium found the same trends in their nationwide network of dealers. Cars.com traffic performed better on  
dealership websites around the country. Compared to those who didn’t visit Cars.com, when they were on dealer  
sites, Cars.com shoppers displayed:

• 67% increase in page views per visitor

• 84% increase in inventory searches per visitor

• 76% increase in VDP views per visitor

• 75% increase in email leads per visitor
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Visit dealers.cars.com to download our full case study and learn more about  
how to drive a highly motivated audience of car shoppers to your dealership.

3.    Indirect traffic matters.

Direct traffic – that is, clicks straight from a referring site – only tell a small part of the story.  
Understanding indirect traffic is critical when evaluating how quality visitors get to your site. 

• Cars.com drove 22.7% of all visits to Groove sites

• ...Even though only 1.7% of Cars.com traffic to Groove sites was direct

Your analytics platform alone can’t tell you about that indirect traffic. Shoppers visit multiple sites to do their  
research and narrow their consideration set – but it was the Cars.com visitors who proved to be more serious  
about buying a car.

4.    Inventory exposure drives conversion. 

Looking at Groove’s traffic showed us that when shoppers interacted with inventory pages, they were  
assembling their consideration sets, building trust in and affinity for Groove dealerships. Even if the exact car  
they wanted wasn’t available from a Groove dealership, shoppers became more committed to shopping the  
Groove brand. 

When they visited Groove sites, shoppers who viewed Groove’s inventory on Cars.com: 

• Conducted 50% more searches on Groove sites 

• Viewed 72% more VDPs on Groove sites 

• Were 50% less likely to bounce when arriving at Groove sites

Cars.com drove more, higher-quality traffic to Groove’s dealership sites.  
And it can do the same for yours.

Cars.com shoppers visit dealer sites knowing exactly what they  
want. Of shoppers who viewed VDPs on Cars.com and Groove,  
32% viewed the exact same vehicle on both sites. 


